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Why filing A2I requests? 

1. Opening the gates of the black box: Council documents
- positions of Member States 
- trilogues negotiations 

2. Ex-post: understand how a decision has been made and the dynamics 
for future advocacy. 

3. Pressure tool: ensure that European Institutions know that civil society 
is watching what happens, even behind closed doors. 

4. Basis for litigation: refusal of access to documents requests can be 
challenged and become an advocacy opportunity to question lack of 
transparency in front of the Ombudsman/the CJEU and cause a change in 
the framework/practice.



Success story: getting access into Council Working Party 
documents  

Council Working Parties: 
• Made of permanent representations’ attachees
• Preparatory work and discussion of files 
• Opportunity to get an idea of each Presidency and Member States’ 

positions and target our advocacy 

Council register: some documents “ST” are published on the Council 
register but the documents exchanged like are “WK” coded. 
→ ask for a list (one published every quarter/semester) then for specific 
documents.
→ ask for all WK documents related to a particular file. 



Access to EU docs: AsktheEU.org



Legal  basis

Exceptions :

- Undermine the protection of public interest 
(security, defence, international relations…) 
or privacy/integrity of the individual 

- Undermine the protection of commercial 
interest, court proceedings, legal advice 
unless overriding public interest 

- Undermine the institution’s decision-making 
(e.g. opinions for internal use) unless 
overriding public interest 



Legal  basis

Directive 2003/4/EC on Access to 

environmental information: article 3
Aarhus Convention: article 4 on access 

to environmental information 



What you need to know to file a request  

1. Create an account on AsktheEU.org.

2. Identify the Institution/body you want to send your request to.

3. Write and send your request : 
• Identify the specific document or ask more broadly 
• 24 official languages of the EU but the template provided by the 

platform is in English, French, German and Spanish

+ if you ask for environmental information, the platform recommends 

mentioning the Directive 2003/4 on Access to environmental information



Processing the request 

Time-limit : 15 working days with a possible extension of 15 working 
days with detailed reasons (large number of documents, consultations…)

Response : notification by email 

Processing of each request public (request, delays, documents provided).



What if  the request is denied ? 

Time limits : 

- Confirmatory 

applications “appeal” : 

15 working days after 

refusal or silence

- Complaint to the 

Ombudsman : 2 years 

after refusal of 

confirmatory application 

or silence 



De Capitani case T-163/21 

Facts : Refusal of access to Council Working Party documents on the ground 
that the disclosure would undermine the Council’s decision-making process 
(exception article 4(3) first subparagraph)

Ruling : Access to documents not absolute but general principle of openness 
and access must be as wide as possible. 

→Citizens must be able to exercise their democratic rights and follow the 
decisions-making and the risk of external pressure must be established with 
certainty. 

→ No distinction between Council Working Party documents and those from 
Trilogues. 

→Grounds for refusal must be detailed and evidence identified by the institution 
(sensitivity, cooperation, difficult negotiation)



De Capitani  follow-up 



De Capitani  follow-up 



eeb.org

frederik.hafen@eeb.org

Thanks for listening!

Frederik Hafen Margarida Martins

margarida.martins@eeb.org
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